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Dear editor,
The problem of answering queries using views,
where a view is a set of predefined queries, arises
in a variety of data management applications. To
formalize the fact that a set of views V contains
enough information for answering a specific query
Q, Segoufin et al. [1] proposed the notion of determinacy: V determines Q iff V (D1 ) = V (D2 )
implies Q(D1 ) = Q(D2 ) for all database instances
D1 and D2 . Another formalization comes from a
syntactic perspective, using the notion of rewriting: Q can be (equivalently) rewritten in terms
of V using a rewriting language LR iff there exists a query R ∈ LR such that Q(D) = R(V (D))
for all database instance D. A rewriting language
LR is said to be complete for LV -to-LQ rewriting,
where LV is a view language and LQ is a query
language, if whenever a set of views V ∈ LV determines a query Q ∈ LQ then there exists a rewriting
R ∈ LR of Q in terms of V .
Determinacy has been well studied on relational
databases for languages such as Datalog and conjunctive queries [1–3], and recently on graph
databases for path queries [4]. However, little
work has been reported in the context of XML
databases, in which an XML document is modelled
as an unordered, rooted and labeled tree (tree for

short) t over an infinite alphabet Σ. In this letter,
we consider determinacy in an XML context when
queries and views are both defined in XP{∗,//,[]}, a
fragment of XPath queries constructed with wildcard (∗), descendant edges (//) and branches ([]),
together with its three sub-fragments XP{//,[]},
XP{∗,[]} and XP{∗,//} obtained by disallowing constructs ∗, // and [], respectively. We will focus on
the single-view case, in which a view consists of
only a single query, and the query language, view
language and rewriting language are all the same.
We also use the symbol V to refer to a single view
and the symbol L to denote XP{∗,//,[]} or one of its
sub-fragments, respectively, in the following.
We first analyze the complexity of deciding determinacy for XP{∗,//,[]}. We notice that for a
Boolean query Q and a Boolean view V , V determines P iff V contains Q. Query containment for Boolean XP{∗,//,[]} is known to be conpcomplete. This implies that determinacy for
Boolean XP{∗,//,[]} is also conp-complete. Since
this is a special case of determinacy for XP{∗,//,[]},
we get a lower bound.
Theorem 1. The determinacy problem for
queries and views in XP{∗,//,[]} is conp-hard.
We then show by counterexamples that even
though an XP{∗,//,[]} view determines an XP{∗,//,[]}
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query, there may not exist an XP{∗,//,[]} rewriting
of the query using the view. That is, XP{∗,//,[]}
is not complete for rewriting. For the two subfragments XP{//,[]} and XP{∗,//} , we obtain a similar result.
Theorem 2. L is not complete for L-to-L rewriting when L is XP{∗,//,[]}, XP{//,[]} or XP{∗,//} .
To cope with these negative results, we provide
a set of necessary conditions for a view V determining a query Q, from which we know that determinacy does not hold if the properties do not hold.
We first explain some concepts and notations.
XP{∗,//,[]} queries are also known as tree patterns. A tree pattern P is a tree with a set of
nodes labeled with ∗ or symbols from an alphabet
Σ (∗ 6∈ Σ), two types of edges (child edges and
descendant edges) and a distinguished node called
the output node out(P ). Each XP{∗,//,[]} query can
be translated into a tree pattern with the same semantics and vice versa [5]. In light of this, we will
use pattern instead of query in the following.
For a pattern P , we denote by Pb the Boolean
version of P without specifying its output node.
Suppose that cj is a child of the root of P ; we denote by P[j] the branch of P connected from cj to
the root. If a branch contains the output node,
we refer to this unique branch as P[o] . We denote
by B(P ) the set of all the branches of P . The
following set of necessary conditions concerns the
Boolean versions and branches of P and V .
Proposition 1. If a view V determines a pattern P , then the following hold: (1) Pb ⊆ Vb ; (2)
for each branch Pb[i] ∈ B(Pb), Pb[i] ⊆ Vb[1] ∪ · · · ∪ Vb[m]
where Vb[1] , . . . , Vb[m] ∈ B(Vb ) and m = |B(Vb )|; and
(3) Pb[o] ⊆ Vb[o] .
Define the height of a node n of pattern P to be
the number of edges on the path from the root to
n. The height and depth of pattern P , denoted by
height(P ) and depth(P ), are the maximal height of
nodes of P and the height of the output node of P ,
respectively. We use Σ(P ) to denote the set of labels of Σ appearing in P . Note that the wildcard ∗
may appear in P , but not in Σ(P ). By the semantic conditions developed above, we further derive
a set of syntactic conditions for determinacy.
Proposition 2. If a view V determines a pattern P , then the following hold: (1) Σ(V ) ⊆
Σ(P ); (2) label(root(V )) = label(root(P )) or
label(root(V )) = ∗; (3) height(V ) 6 height(P );
and (4) depth(V ) 6 depth(P ).
According to Proposition 1(1), if a pattern P is
determined by a view V , then Pb ⊆ Vb . For the
three sub-fragments of XP{∗,//,[]}, the inclusion of
Pb into Vb implies the existence of homomorphisms
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from Vb to Pb [5]. A homomorphism from Vb to
Pb is a function h mapping the nodes of Vb to the
nodes of Pb and satisfying the following conditions:
h(root(Vb )) = root(Pb); for each node n of Vb , either
label(n) = ∗ or label(n) = label(h(n)); and for
each child edge (n1 , n2 ) of Vb , (h(n1 ), h(n2 )) is also
a child edge, and for each descendant edge (n1 , n2 )
of Vb , h(n2 ) is a descendant of h(n1 ) in Pb . One can
easily verify that each homomorphism from Vb to
Pb induces a subpattern of P that computes a superset of P (t) when evaluated on V (t) for any tree
t. By taking the intersection of those supersets,
we obtain the exact result of P (t).
The above analysis leads to the following algorithm for checking determinacy. Notice that the
intersection of a pattern P with a Boolean pattern
B is defined as follows: Given tree t, if B(t) 6= ∅
then P ∩ B (t) = P (t), otherwise P ∩ B (t) = ∅.
Algorithm 1: CheckDeterminacy(P ,V )
Input: A pattern P and a view V
Output: ‘Yes’ if V determines P and ‘No’, otherwise
(1) Find all the homomorphisms from Vb to Pb , denoted
by H = {h1 , . . . , hm }.
(2) If H = ∅, then return ‘No’.
(3) For each homomorphism hi ∈ H: (a) Let ni be
the node hi (out(V )) and Pi be the subpattern of P
rooted at ni . (b) Compute the composition pattern
Ri := Pi ◦ V .
(4) Let R := R1 ∩ · · · ∩ Rm .
(5) If R ≡ P , then return ‘Yes’, else return ‘No’.

If the algorithm returns Yes, it means that we
can compute the result of pattern P from the result
of view V and thus V determines P . Therefore,
the soundness holds. Clearly, the algorithm is also
sound for the whole fragment XP{∗,//,[]}. However,
it may return more false-negative answers because
in this case the existence of a homomorphism is no
longer a necessary condition for containment, and
thus, it is very likely that the set H in Step (1) is
empty even though V determines P .
We now analyze the time complexity of this algorithm. The main computational cost in Algorithm 1 is Step (5): testing equivalence between
a tree pattern and an intersection of a set of tree
patterns. This has been shown to run in the worstcase exponential time. The other main computational cost is computing homomorphisms that can
be done in polynomial time. Thus, in total, Algorithm 1 has exponential time complexity.
Claim 1. Algorithm 1 is sound and takes exponential time in the size of pattern P and view V .
However, we observe that, for XP{∗,[]}, Algorithm 1 takes only polynomial time. Observe that
XP{∗,[]} patterns contain no descendant edges. It
can be verified that there is only one subpattern
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in Step (3)(a) of Algorithm 1 that contains the
output node of P and all the other subpatterns
are Boolean. We, hence, infer that the pattern
R in Step (4) is still a tree pattern in XP{∗,[]},
which leads to ptime equivalence testing in Step
(5). Thus, Algorithm 1 takes only polynomial time
if patterns and views are in XP{∗,[]} . Besides the
ptime complexity, we furthermore show that, for
this fragment, the No answer from Algorithm 1
implies that determinacy does not hold.
Proposition 3. Consider a minimal pattern P
and a minimal view V in XP{∗,[]}. Let R be the
intersection of patterns constructed from P and V
as described in Algorithm 1. If R 6≡ P , then V
does not determine P .
By now, we can claim the following result.
Claim 2. Algorithm 1 is complete and runs in
polynomial time for XP{∗,[]} .
In Proposition 3, we assume that patterns and
views are minimal. Minimizing XP{∗,[]} patterns
can be easily done in polynomial time. Thus, given
a pattern P and a view V defined in XP{∗,[]} , we
can check whether V determines P by first minimizing P and V and then applying Algorithm 1.
This process takes in total polynomial time with
the size of P and V . Moreover, Algorithm 1 provides a method for computing the result of P from
the result of V if determinacy holds. Note that in
Algorithm 1 Step (3)(a), if V determines P , then
there is only one subpattern of P that contains
the output node and all the others are Boolean.
Let Po be the subpattern containing the output
node. One can verify that, given a tree t, if all the
Boolean patterns are satisfied by some of the subtrees of V (t), then Po (V (t)) is equal to P (t). In
fact, we can express the above computation with
only one XP{∗,[]} pattern by slightly reorganizing
the subtrees in V (t), as described as follows.
Algorithm 2: AnswerPattern(P , V , ST )
Input: A pattern P ∈ XP{∗,[]}, a view V ∈ XP{∗,[]}
and a set of subtrees ST = V (t) for some tree t
Output: The answer of pattern P on tree t
(1) Find all the homomorphisms from Vb to Pb , denoted
by H = {h1 , . . . , hm }.
(2) Find all the subpatterns P = {P1 , . . . , Pm } where
Pi is the subpattern rooted at ni and ni is the node
hi (out(V )) of P , for each i ∈ [1, m].
(3) Merge the subpatterns in P into one pattern R
by introducing a common root labeled by any symbol
l ∈ Σ, and merge the subtrees in ST into one tree tV
by introducing a common root with the same label l.
(4) Evaluate R on tree tV . Return the result R(tV ).

Indeed, if all the Boolean subpatterns are satisfied by some of the subtrees of V (t), then by
construction, we can verify that R(tV ) is equal to
Po (V (t)) where Po is the unique subpattern of P
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that contains the output node. Note that pattern
R is still in XP{∗,[]} and the combination of ST
into one tree tV is gained without loss of generality. This means that, whenever a view V ∈ XP{∗,[]}
determines a pattern P ∈ XP{∗,[]} , we can find a
pattern R ∈ XP{∗,[]} to answer the pattern using
the view. In this sense, we say that XP{∗,[]} is
complete for XP{∗,[]}-to-XP{∗,[]} rewriting.
Theorem 3. (1) The determinacy problem for
patterns and views in XP{∗,[]} is decidable in
ptime. (2) XP{∗,[]} is complete for XP{∗,[]}-toXP{∗,[]} rewriting.
Conclusion. We have investigated the single-view
determinacy and rewriting completeness problems
for a widely used fragment of XPath queries constructed by wildcard labels, descendant edges and
branches. We have proven that this fragment
is not complete for rewriting and that deciding
whether a view determines a query is conp-hard.
We have also provided a set of necessary conditions, from both semantic and syntactic aspects,
for a view determining a query. Further, we have
developed a sound algorithm for checking determinacy and identified a well-behaved sub-fragment
for which determinacy is tractable in ptime.
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